EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report summarizes the work performed for the Office of the Chief of Naval Research (ONR) during the period of 1 September 1997 through 31 December 1997.
The primary objective of this research was aimed at developing an alternative time-frequency approach which is recursive-intime to be applied to the Inverse Synthethic Aperture Radar (ISAR) imaging problem discussed subsequently.
Our short term (Phase I) goals were to:
1.
Develop an ISAR stepped-frequency waveform (SFWF) radar simulator based on a point scatterer vehicular target model incorporating both translational and rotational motion;
2.
Develop a parametric, recursive-in-time approach to the ISAR target imaging problem;
3.
Apply the standard time-frequency short-term Fourier transform (STFT) estimator, initially to a synthesized data set; and
4.
Initiate the development of the recursive algorithm.
We have achieved all of these goals during the Phase I of the project and plan to complete the overall development, application and comparison of the parametric approach to other time-frequency estimators (STFT, etc.) on our synthesized vehicular data sets during the next phase of funding.
It should also be noted that we developed a batch minimum variance translational motion compensation (TMC) algorithm to estimate the radial components of target motion (see Section IV). This algorithm is easily extended to recursive solution and will probably become part of the overall recursive processing approach to solve the ISAR imaging problem.
Our goals for the continued effort are to:
Develop and extend a complex, recursive-in-time, time-I frequency parameter estimator based on the recursive prediction error method (RPEM) using the underlying Gauss-Newton algorithms.
2.
Apply the complex RPEM algorithm to synthesized ISAR data using the above simulator.
3.
Compare the performance of the proposed algorithm to standard time-frequency estimators applied to the same data sets. I
I. INTRODUCTION
When a radar signal illuminates a target, the signal that is received is the superposition of the energy reflected or scattered by the target. The reflectivity function of this target determines its major features: size, shape, orientation, etc. in terms of providing a radar image mapped onto a range plane. The demands of high resolution imaging require large transmission bandwidths which are directly related to resolution in range. Typical broadband transmission signals employed by high resolution radar systems include frequency-modulated chirps as well as stepped-frequency waveforms. Resolution in cross-range (transverse to propagation) is determined by the antenna's beamwidth which is inversely proportional to its aperture. Larger apertures provide high cross-range resolution and therefore, more accurate radar images. Synthetic array radars include the synthetic aperture (SAR) in which the radar platform moves with fixed target position and its geometric inverse, the so-called inverse synthetic aperture (ISAR) in which the target is moving with the radar fixed [Cur91, Joh96, Rih96ab] . In this report we will concentrate our efforts on improved signal processing techniques for high resolution ISAR imaging developed from radar systems employing steppedfrequency transmitters.
The inverse synthetic aperture is formed by the coherent construction of signals obtained from the fixed aperture radar as the target translates and rotates "within its beamwidth", thus, creating the equivalent of a large circular aperture focused at the target's center-of-rotation (COR) [Che80, Wa180] . The underlying idea in ISAR imaging is to use the Doppler information provided by the different velocities relative to the radar of those parts of the target characterized as individual scatterers to obtain high crossrange resolution.
That is, we decompose the target (spatially) into a set of individual "point" scatterers each of which has a different Doppler velocity represented by Doppler frequency shifts in the measured spectrum. Thus, the distribution of the target's reflectivity function can be measured by the Doppler spectrum.
Typically, the Doppler spectrum is estimated using conventional Fourier transform techniques implemented computationally using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm with the underlying assumption that the Doppler frequency is fixed or time invariant.
When the target moves this assumption is no longer valid and the Doppler spectrum is smeared degrading the cross-range resolution.
In this work we investigate the application of recursive (in-time), parametric, time-frequency techniques [Lju87, Sod89, Coh95, Boa92] to improve the cross-range resolution of the radar and estimate the desired estimator to the synthesized ISAR data. In Section V we develop the recursive-in-time algorithm, apply it to the synthesized data and compare the results with that of the STFT. We summarize our results and discuss future work in the final section.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section we briefly develop the underlying mathematics to define the EAR problem based on the geometrical relations depicted in Figure 1 below. A cross-sectional reflectivity function for a typical vehicle is defined in terms of its center-of-rotation as shown. The geometry is defined in terms of the target's translational and rotational motion relative to the radar. That is, 0(t), is the instantaneous rotational angle in the XY-coordinate system with the radar line-of-sight (LOS) along the Y-axis defining its instantaneous slant range, R(t). The instantaneous range of the i-th point scatterer at (xi,yi) is defined by ri(t), while the target itself is defined by its reflectivity function, p(x,y), shown in two dimensions (ZD). Radar imaging can be thought of as the estimation of the 2D (or 3D) reflectivity function from a set of temporal radar measurements or returns, {G(t)}.
Suppose a radar emits a monotone or single frequency, f (in MHz), unit pulse, p(t), of duration, Tp, given by p(t)=ej2?
OltST,.
After the target is illuminated by the field, it reflects or scatters the transmitted 'energy in a differential area, (&,dy) , back to the radar receiver which is proportional to received energy = p(x, y)ej2@('-')du dy, %tSTp+~, c C where p(x,y) is the target reflectivity function, c is the wave propagation speed and z is the round-trip pulse travel time
The received echo from the target measured by the radar system after normalization (gain, amplitude, attenuation, etc.) is therefore Baseband processing removes the monotone, ej2'@, through mixing to give the superposition of all the point scatterers composing the target reflectivity yielding the radar measurement, m(t) = J jp(x,y)e-j2%x dy.
(4) -03 -00
Now return to the ISAR geometry of Figure 1 and allow the target to have both translational and rotational motion in terms of the XY-coordinate system, R(t), and O(t), respectively.
We can represent these functions in terms of their Taylor series expansions as:
with R, , vR, aR the respective initial range, target radial velocity and acceleration.
Similarly, the rotation angle is given by:
and t?,,o,a are the respective initial angle, angular velocity and angular acceleration.
If we assume that the target dimensions are small relative to its range, R(t), from the radar, that is, R>> max di, for the i-th scatterer location, di = Jx" + y:, then the instantaneous range of any scatterer at (x,y), in terms of the local xy-coordinate system is r(t) = R(t) + y(t) = R(t) + (xcos e(t) -ysin O(t)).
Substituting this expression into Eq. 4 gives m(t) = r j ptw)c -j~(R(r)+xcose(t)-ysin8(,)) ' dx dy, --m -00 or simplifying we obtain the radar measurement
KY(t) = 2.f -sin 0(t).
C where K,, ~~ are the respective (spatial) wavenumbers.
Examining Eq. 8 more closely, we see that the first term is the phase due to the target translation in range while the second term is the twodimensional spatial Fourier transform (2DFT) of the target reflectivity function parameterized by t and defined by where K l j; is the usual Euclidean inner product with Z = [z] and ;=[;I.
Therefore we can express the radar measurement simply as
which shows that the target image or equivalently reflectivity function could be recovered by removing the target translational motion and taking the inverse 2DFT. We will discuss the details of the processing in Section III of this report.
The Doppler frequency shift induced by the target's motion can be obtained by differentiating the phase of the radar measurement with respect to time. The phase function of Eq. 8 is given by qCf,r)=F
is therefore
From Eq. 6 iYe have
and the Doppler fkequency shift due to translational motion is therefore f =y(vR+aRf), which shows that the translational motion induces a time-varying Doppler shift, if the velocity is not constant. Correspondingly, the Doppler induced by the rotational motion is given in terms of the spatial wavenumbers, since
--B(t>cos t?(t) = -(cc, -I-at)cos e(t), C C (15) and therefore the time-varying rotationl,l Doppler shift is given by
Thus, we see that the Doppler of each individual scatterer is induced by its translational and rotational motion.
Since this shift is related to the geometric position of the individual scatterer at (x,y) another scatterer at a different location within the target will have a different Doppler enabling it to be distinguished from the others.
Next we will decompose the radar measurement when we use a stepped-frequency rather than monotone pulse transmitter. The steppedfrequency radar transmits a sequence of N-bursts of M-narrowband (frequency) pulses in which the center frequency of each successive pulse is increased by a constant frequency step, Af, f", = f, + 4f 9 m=o,*~~,M-l;
at the carrier frequency, f,. The total bandwidth of a burst specifies the slant range resolution, ARSr, by
and the totalnumber of bursts, N, specifies the cross-range resolution as
(1% where il is the radar wavelength -!-0 fC , u) is the angular velocity of the target, and T, is the observation time which is specified by the radar pulse repetition rate.
Thus, for a stepped-frequency radar, the transmitted burst of narrowband pulses or equivalently the Stepped Frequency Waveform (SFWF) is given by pm (t,) = ej2@fmfn, m=o,***, M-l; n=O;**,N-1,
and therefore, the received signal of Eq. 30 is a temporal frequency domain signal given by -i2?fmR(tn) Wfm)=e c P(F7;t,), m = O;**,M--1; n = O;**,N--1, (21) which is a set of M-Fourier coefficients {M(f,)},m = 0; ..,M -1; at time t,.
Suppose we multiply both sides of Eq. 21 by eiztimrn and sum over m, then we have 
Thus, we see that the stepped-frequency radar measurement actually returns the target reflectivity response samples in the temporal frequency domain. Performing the IDFT on the measured data transforms it to the equivalent complex range profile space (range Vs. time). However, the usual processing is to first compensate for the range translational term (if known) and then perform the IDFT which would lead us back to Eq. 10 with the translational term removed. We discuss this in Section III.
Finally, let us return to the expected Doppler returns from a steppedfrequency radar. For a single burst pulse at t,, we simply replace t -+ tn in Eqs. 5 and 6; however, for a set of N-bursts we have t + t,,, corresponding to the m-th narrowband frequency pulse of the n-th burst (see Weh95 for more details). This completes the required background, next we discuss the ISAR simulation.
III.
ISAR SIGNAL PROCESSING
In this section we discuss the basic ISAR signal processing which is employed to enhance the resolution of the point scatterers representing our moving vehicular target. The usual approach of conventional (chirped) processors is to perform range compression through matched-filtering [Cur91,Joh96] and then use the Fourier transform to retrieve the Doppler or equivalently cross-range information. The underlying assumption for successful application of this approach is that all scattterers remain in their range cells and that the corresponding Doppler frequency shifts are constant during imaging.
As observed from Eqs. 14 and 16, the Doppler shifts for a moving target vary as a function of time; therefore, the Doppler spectrum will be smeared blurring the radar image. 
where the slant range is defined in the usual manner as R,, --d-which is a direct result of the columnwise transform.
We note that the TMC in the above formulation is performed in the measurement or temporal frequency domain provided by the SFWF radar; however, the underlying assumption inherent in this approach is that the time dependent range, R(f,), is known a-priori enabling the correction to be performed (see [Weh95] for details). An alternative is to first perform the IDFT on the raw SFWF radar data (as in Eq. 22) essentially providing uncompensated range profiles (see Figure 5) , that is, Next the time dependent range, &t,), is estimated from this uncompensated profile data using a minimum variance estimator discussed subsequently in Section IV and the equivalent TMC is performed to yield identical range profiles as @ &(Rs,.,t,,); n = O;..,N-1; To be more specific, we define the temporal refectivity matrix as (28) The N-dimensional rows of this matrix are the m-th reflectivity range cell time series, PT( R,, t) E CtxN or equivalently the M-dimensional columns are the n-th reflectivity range profile given by the IDFT operation as p(R,,,t,J E CMxl. Thus, the synthetic range profile data is defined in terms of the target reflectivity.
Next Doppler processing is performed. That is, at each time instant (or window), we "stack" or order all of the corresponding spectra (n-th column of spectrograti) by range cell as therefore, at each n, we create the range/Doppler reflectivity image, p,(R,,,f,J composed of the spectra, l?i E ClxN.
Unfortunately, the STFT temporal resolution is not t,, but at the resolution of the window length L because Doppler processing requires the scatterer to remain in the range bin over this window.
This constraint has led to the application of time-frequency estimators to the radar imaging problem.
VJe will apply the STFT to our synthesized data set as well as a parametric estimator developed next. 
Here the backward shift or delay operator is defined by, qdipm(tn) = P,(t"-i), and therefore, we can write Eq. 35 simply as
k=l k=O
If we take the DFT of the difference equation, then we obtain the instantaneous transfer function (ignoring stochastic aspect) H*(e'2'"'D,tn) = P,(e'2"fD,t,,) = c,n(e'2"fDJJ E,(ei2@D,t,J A,(e'2"fD,$)'
or more appropriately the corresponding ins tan taneous power spectrum given by (39)
If we "stack" the spectra according to range cell at each time instant, then we obtain the required range/Doppler image (MxKxNJ-cube discussed previously as &LfD4l) .
[ : 1 SM-,cfDJJ ' n = 0;.*,N-1,
with each cube element a ZD-range/Doppler or range/cross-range image at the specified time instant.
So we see that if we use the parametric ARMA (N,,N,) representation of the range profiles and transform them to the spectral domain, then we can obtain an instantaneous representation of the range/Doppler or range/crossrange image with the added advantage of the increased resolution inherited by the parametric representations along with the instantaneous temporal estimates.
We summarize the instantaneous parametric processing operations applied to the SFWF data in Figure 4 .
There are a wealth of ARMA algorithms available in the literature [Can86,Lju87,Sod89], but since we are primarily interested in estimating the spectrum at each time instant, we confine our choices to those that are recursive-in-time enabling us to achieve our goal without the loss of temporal resolution evolving from window-based methods such as the STFT. Recursive-in-time algorithms (real) all take on the following generic form for the m-tk range profile:
&&,*+l> = ~:,(tn)+G,ttnkn(tn) [parameter update] e, (t,, > = p, (t, > -fj, (t, > = P, (4 I-yI$, (tn )!L (b ) [prediction error] (41) with G, the' so-called gain or weighting vector and the A symbol defining the "best" (minimum error variance) estimate at the specified time. There are also many variations and forms of this basic recursion [Can86], but here we will limit our application to the recursive prediction error method (RPEM) based on a local Gauss-Newton optimization method (see [Lju87,Sod89] for details). We will evaluate the performance of this approach and compare it to the STFT in the next section.
IV. ISAR SIMULATION
In this section we discuss the simulator developed to generate ISAR signals used in the subsequent processing examples.
We are developing a simulation based on the target reflectivity function of a target vehicle. The basic model consists of decomposing the 2D-reflectivity function into a set of ideal discrete point scatterers, p(x,y) + P(Xi,yj>, that is, i j where pij is the reflectivity of the ij-tk point scatterer. Next returning to the geometry of Figure 1 and realizing that the translational and rotational motion of the target can be modeled relative to its center-of-rotation, we develop the basic model. A model of the ISAR system and its corresponding image reconstruction is created.
The ISAR system model is developed as a simulation which supposes a frequency stepped radar at the origin of a coordinate system and a number of point scatterers at various locations within the system as shown in Figure 1 . The point scatterers rotate about the target central point, (COR) as a function of time. The COR is also allowed a radial degree of freedom so that the point scatterers travel towards or away from the radar as a function of time with constant velocity and acceleration parameters.
The full motion of an object is then traveling with some speed relative to the radar and rotating within the ISAR beam.
The SFWF radar simulator operates by first assigning locations or grid coordinates to the COR and point scatterers. Each point scatterer is defined in polar coordinates by a vector relative to the COR, the i-tk scatterer location is along with its corresponding scatterer angle as (43) Xi(tn) e,(t) = arccos d (t ). (48) -The ISAR scatterer simulation is then accomplished by first calculating the COR radial and rotational trajectories using Eqs. 46 and 47, and then adjusting each individual scatterer in target space using the relations The range trajectory of each scatterer (relative to the radar observer) is then simply I;(t,) = l.
(50) Using these relations, the complex received signal from the synthesized SFWF radar is therefore, given by the superposition of all the scatterers composing the target reflectivity function m=O,*-*, M-l,n=O,...,N--1;
This simulator is able to synthesize the returns from multiple point scatterers located at given positions relative to the COR. The scatterers can also be pre-programmed to travel with rotation and radial velocity to simulate the actions of a moving target within the ISAR beam. It synthesizes a SFWF radar illumination discussed in Section II. The simulator takes as parameters the radial velocity and acceleration as well as rotational velocity and acceleration and computes the course and position of each individual scatterer along the path. From these positions, the range is calculated for each point scatterer (Eq. 50) as well as its phase (Eq. 51) .
Parameters are assigned to give functions for the radial and rotational motions about the COR for each time sample during the simulation. With these parameters, the exact grid coordinate (Xi(t),Y,(t)) of each point scatterer can be calculated (see Eq. 49). From these results, the range to target is easily computed for each scatterer at each time sample (Eq. 50). Once the full motion of the target is simulated, the stepped frequency radar signal is created and applied to the moving target. A set of frequencies are defined as in Eq. 17 along with the frequency step, Af. This step must be chosen carefully, so that frequency aliasing does not become problematic.
The phase for each point target can now be calculated by applying the stepped frequency waveform to the targets at each time sample. Using the analytic signal, the return from a radar stepped frequency pulse is defined in Eq. 51. After computing for all m and t,, the time varying or instantaneous frequency response is the result. The data are collected and saved for future processing.
The following simulation parameters were used to synthesize the translational and rotational motion of a vehicle observed by the radar: Table 1 Vehicle Simulation as Four (4) Point Scatterers with both Translational and Rotational Motion: Range(6.375m) x Time( 37.5 set).
RANGE-ENVELOPE TMC ESTIMATION
To obtain cross-range resolution, each time-slice within the window must be aligned so that the range is equivalent.
TMC is accomplished by estimating the COR from the range profile data. First, the upper and lower range limits are estimated using threshold filtering for each profile (column) thereby defining its so-called range-envelope.
The middle or average pixel between the upper and lower bound points is estimated to be the COR for the given profile (column) and therefore becomes the amount of rotation necessary to align the range bins in consecutive time samples. A second order polynomial model is fit to the estimated COR and compared with the original parameters used in the simulator.
The effects of noise can be seen by directly comparing the original parameters with the estimated parameters after random noise has been added to the system. Each time sample is rotated accordingly to obtain the motion-compensated image window.
We developed a range-envelope TMC algorithm to estimate the translational motion of the COR from each (uncompensated) range profile, 
yielding a noisy lD-measurement sequence of the average range-envelope, 1 > Rt,) * Next a minimum variance estimator is designed to estimate the transversal position, velocity and acceleration coefficients using a second order polynomial model of Eq. 5. We use the range polynomial model R(t)=R,+v,$+a,;= = zrwP -'
which can be modeled stochastically with additive gaussian noise, n -N(O,a;I), as ii(t) = z*(t)cp + n(t). 
where X = cov(n). The minimum variance estimate of the corresponding translational trajectory for TMC is given by t2 km"(tn)=f(tn)~m"
We summarize the Range-Envelope TMC algorithm for ISAR SFWF data as: RANGE-ENVELOPE TMC ALGORITHM
Step 1. Perform the columnwise lD-IDFT of the measured SFWF data, M,(f) to obtain the uncompensated range profiles, A& Rsr , t,) of Eq. 26;
Step 2. Threshold filter the range profile data to bound the envelope limits obtaining, &($,,t,);
Step 3. Estimate the average value of the thresholded profiles to produce the 1D measurement sequence, fi(t,);
4.
Step Estimate the sample noise variance, (;i from any "noise only" row of the raw range profile image, and create the ._ noise covariance matrix, C = diag(oi);
Step 5.
Perform the minimum variance estimation to obtain, ennv of Eq. 56;
Step 6. Perform the TMC at each time instant using &&t,) in Eq. 57.
We applied this processor to the simulated data set of Figure 5 with additive noise, c = &zg(o,2), CJ; = 1 x lo-?
The following estimates were obtained: These estimates are then used to perform the TMC of the range data using Eq. 57 at each time step. Note that a recursive rather than batch parameter estimator can also be used to estimate the instantaneous radial velocity of the target for TMC (see Eq. 56). Any error in the estimation of the radial velocity results in a shift in subsequent images.
We show the results of the TMC algorithm on the synthesized data in Figure 6 . In 6a, we see the estimate of the range polynomial model (solid line) superimposed on the extracted envelope data (asterisks) of Eq. 52. The fit is quite good as expected in this high SNR case which demonstrates the concepts. In 6b we observe the results of applying the dynamic TMC to the range profile data of Figure 5 demonstrating the removal of the time-varying range trajectory.
Next we process this corrected data with the simple STFT time-frequency estimator. 
STFT TSAR Imaging
If the data are arranged in the temporal reflectivity matrix of Eq. 28 such that the frequency increments from a particular time interval form the columns of a matrix, and each column is placed from left to right with increasing time, a time-varying image can be formed. That is, an image with time-dependent frequency response on the vertical axis and time increments on the horizontal axis. Taking the Fourier transform of each column yields the spatial locations of point targets at that time interval.
Processing each column in this way yields the time-varying spatial response in the range direction of Figure 6b .
STFT Doppler processing (see Figure 3 for details) is then used to obtain azimuthal, or -cross-range resolution.
Since the Doppler frequencies for each point target are a function of time, a time window must be selected such that Doppler frequency smearing is minimized. At this point, the Doppler signature can be computed by calculating the spectrum of the range bin and shifting so that the DC component appears in the center of the image. Various methods of determining the spectrum can be used, each with it's own effects. The FFT-based STFT can be used but is less effective if noise is present in the system. The results of applying the STFT processor to the TMC data is shown in the montage of Figure 7 where each window is shown at approximately 1.5 set frame rate of the 37.5 set simulation.
The important point to note from the figure is that the vehicle target represented by the four (4) point scatterers can be observed in each frame with little smearing as would have been the case if the conventional Fourier processor of Figure 2 was applied. In fact, the rotational motion can clearly be observed in the montage demonstrating the effectiveness of the time-frequency approach. Unfortunately as mentioned before, the STFT is much less effective in a noisy environment and therefore more sophisticated processors must be employed in real world situations. In this work, we limit our attention to the parametric approach discussed next and applied to the simulated target data. TSAR Vehicle Image Reconstruction: STFT processing montage showing target motion at a 1.5 set fkame rate (start at upper left corner).
V. PARAMETRIC (RECURSIVE-IN-TIME) ISAR IMAGING
Our approach is to develop the recursive (in-time) spectral estimator discussed in the previous section which does not depend on time-windows.
A recursive spectral estimator can also be used to compute the Doppler spectra. First, the Doppler spectra can be computed and stored as a set of coefficients rather than a full vector. This can be an advantage for real time systems which rely on compressed data outputs.
Secondly, the spectral coefficients represent a model of the instantaneous spectrum and can be expanded above the maximum resolution dictated by the Doppler bandwidth. to extract the various range profiles, the time-frequency estimation techniques were applied to extract the target images. I-Iere the STFT was used in the noise-free environment to demonstrate the basic principle, then as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was decreased, more sophisticated parametric processors will be developed to extract the desired target reflectivity image.
Finally we will develop the basic recursive-in-time approach (see Section III) and selected the recursive prediction error method (RPEM) of Ljung to apply to the ISAR problem (see [Lju87] ). It will be shown that not only could it reproduce the STFT results, but also function quite well in low SNR environments.
